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West Europeans had learned their preliminary lessons and were beginning to seek
eagerly for all they could find out about the Hellenic past. They found it translated
from the Greek into the Arabic a'nd added to by the Arab scientists and philosophers
themselves. The Westerners pounced upon the findings (transmitted and original) in
astronomy, physics, mathematics (algebra and trigonometry), medicine, chemistry,
biology, and geography. Fortunately for the West, they appropriated this knowledge
while the Arabs were at their peak of flexibility, adaptability, and tolerance and before
the Seljuk Turks and subsequently the Mongols clamped down on such free-ranging
intellectual activity.
But we are ahead of the story, and the story of education in the West is not
altogether clear. What seems to have happened in general is that the Germanic folk
invasions of the fifth century swept away Roman schools as they swept away the
Roman political and economic system, first in the outlying provinces and later in the
center. So, as Britain fell, and Spain, and the Danubian provinces, so did their
education decline. Then Gaul and Africa and, finally, most of Italy succumbed toward
the end of the sixth centry. But still the educational process went on—sometimes in
schools, sometimes in monasteries, and sometimes in the homes of urban professionals
or country gentlemen.
In Italy the currents of Roman life continued without complete interruption
despite the long period of invasions and disasters that beset the Empire from the fifth
to the seventh or eighth century. Especially important for education was the fact that
town life remained stronger in Italy than in any other part of western Europe. The
process of Latinizing the Germanic peoples who swept into Italy continued apace,
slower in some periods and swifter in others. One of the principal means of assimila-
tion of the Germanic tribes was the existence of the secular schools that had been
sponsored by the later Roman emperors and the Roman towns. The Ostrogothic king,
Theodoric, even took steps to reestablish the town schools during his reign in the early
sixth century, and the Lombard kings and nobles did likewise as soon as conditions
were a little more settled after the disruptions caused by their coming in the later sixth
century.
Although the level of instruction in Italian schools was doubtless low in the
seventh and eighth centuries, some secular schools continued to function in several of
the principal towns of Italy, especially in the south, where Byzantine influence
remained strong and Lombard rule only nominal. Naples, Ravenna, Salerno, and Rome
could boast of classical literary education throughout the early Middle Ages. These
secular schools, conducted both by private teachers and by public teachers supported
by the towns, did not give religious instruction but emphasized grammar (including
classical literature), rhetoric, law, and medicine. The fact that such scholars as Paul the
Deacon and Peter of Pisa could be called from Italy to the court of Charlemagne in the
ninth century shows that instruction in the classics had persisted. Salerno was men-
tioned as a center of medical study as early as the ninth century, and in 825 the
Emperor Lothaire I published a decree naming eight or nine Italian cities as places
eligible for the establishment of higher schools to which scholars from their surround-
ing districts could go.
Although the evidence is sparse, there is reason for believing that some secular

